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ABSYItsAGT

Tbe study of international migration does not

fit neatly into any particular disciplinary home. As

a result, theories developed in the major branrdres of the social sciences are not systematically applied to

help guide work on migration, nor is the phenomenon of migration used systematically to help evahrate

or firrther develop those theories. This work asks how

tJreories

of international relations have

apprehended global migration. The five major contemporary approactres to international relations are
reviewed and evahrated relative to their abilities to comprehend migration, particularly in Europe. A
number of theories provide iDsights into the phenomenon, though we find world system theory takes us
the farthest. Four categories of suggestions for migration research and policy follow from otu theoretical
assessment.
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TITTRODUCTION

A sudden conlluence of events has thrust international migration into the limelight of world politics.

It seems that every news item from far-away

places involves international migration in some shape or form.

The topic figured on the G-7 agenda at the 1991 annual meeting of the heads of state of the most powerful

industrial democracies, and seems never to bave been far from center stage since. For those whose task

it has been to keep abreast of international migration developments and to understand them, the last few
years have been challenging indeed and there is no respite in sight.

It

is no longer possible for individual

scholars to impose intellectual order on the raw information available on the subject.

The new salignss of

international

issues comes on the heels of a decade or more in which

academic and government- sponsored studies of international migration multiplied enormously. peter

O'Brien (1988:108-9) has documented this migration studies "growth industry" in Germany. There has
been a tremendous upsurge

in scholarly research and writing on international migration over the last

decade and a half in France, the US, Canad4 and Australia as

well. Ttris combination of the proliferation

of international migration scholarship, the new salience attached to

it in international relations, and the

near certainty that international migration issues will become more rather than less important and complex

in coming decades, raises a familiar question. Is there a theory or a body of theoretical work that can help
s1g maks sense out of the raw data on international migration bombarding us from the four corners of

the world? Is there a theory that a scholar

eor,rld

turn to in order to grasp the futtue contours of

international migration in what Stanley Hoffman might refer to

a.s

the new world disorder?

Study of international migration perhaps constitutes the interdisciplinary field par excellence. The
many andvaried academic disciplines involved ininternationalmigrationstudies bringto the subjectmatter

particular theoretical concerns which uray or may not be of broader interest. But there is no single,
generally accepted theory of international migration. At best, there are competing theories
of international

migration which come from a variety of disciplines and a mix of ontologies
@oehning, 1984). Aristide
Zolberg (1989) notes the ".
disciplinary backgrounds. .

.

."

m4rty dilferences. . . attributable to different intellectual traditions and
The result can look very much like a mongmental theoretical muddle.

L IEEOBIF.S OF MIGBATION
Castles and

Miller (1993) have recently analyzed the evolution of migration theory in great detail

They view the geographer Ravenstein's (1885; 1889) efforts to formulate statistical laws of migration as

the earliest systematic approach. However this work was disconnected from any empirical obsenrations.
More contemporary ideas of migration are presented in what are commonly known as 'pustr-ptrll'

theories. 'Push factors', such as overcrowding, poverty, and lack of economic opportunities or political
liberties, team with'pull factors', such as abundarrt lan4 hlgh rates of emplo5rment and standards of living,
and political liberties, to exp}ain migration. Such a model has roots deep within the neo+lassical liberal
school and shares many of its problems.

It is ahistorical, sugesting that the demand for migration should

be constant when these discrepancies exist.

this

has not been the csse.

It

is individualistic, suggesting

that the critical decisions are made in at atomistic atmosphere. Yet actual patterns sf rnigration are
greatly affected by a variety of cultural and historical factors. The state and its regutration are viewed as
aberrations which disrupt the functioning of markets

that would otherwise quickly and

easily equilibrate.

Yet the solutions offered (e.g. by Borjas, 1990) that migration rights simply be sold to the highest bidders
simply constitute an alternative form of regulation tbat belies any actual faith in pure market mechanims.

Although higbly inlluential in post-eold war policy making circles, as witnessed by the adoption of the
Tmmignation Act of 1990 by the United States, and by arguments surrounding important

neo-classical liberal approactres are viewed as simplistic. They eannot account

NAEIA proposa\

for the spatial or the

temporal flow of past immigr"ants, nor are they of much help in predicting future migrations.
Castles and Miller argue that no simplistic attribution of cause can ever explain why people move

internationally. Each migratory movement in embedded in specifrc historical cirsumstances, but one can
generalizg about the way in which migrations evolve and about certain dynamics in the process.
Fawcett and Arnold (1987) and

Ikitz

T

ike

et. al. (1992), migrations would appear to be best understood through

the conceptual framework of a'migration system,n referring to a set of places linked by conditions tbat lead

to flows and counterflows of people. Castles and Miller propose that each specifie migratory movement
ean be viewed as the result of interacting

rucro- and micro-structures, the former including factors re}ated

to the functioning of the global political economy and specifrc state policies, while the latter embraces
networks and the beliefs and practiees of migrants themselves. Macro and mic*o-structures are linked at
all levels and are facets of an orrerarctring migratory process.

It

is in the context of notions like this, being

developed by migration specialists, that theories of world politics can help.

IL

IEEOBIBS OF WOBID POLITICS

Wbat do theories of international relations have to offer? International relations hns 6s ssflsmely rich
and extensive tradition of theorizing. International migration, however, tras never frgured prominently in

the effort to think abstractly and to conceptualize international relations. Although as prominent

a

theorist as Baymond Aron (1964) noted the phenomenon, he does not identiff it as particularly important.

Indee4 students of world politics and inter:national relations have paid scant attention to migration until
jr:st recently. A scholar or a practitioner will find relatively little theory in the plethora of tomes on world
politics and international relations that directly addresses international migration.
This gap affords us two opportturities. First, a study of the evolution of international migration will
have something to say about theories of international relations. International migration is a major global
phenomenon, and the relative ability of theories to help us understand where we have been and where
we appear to be gotng will sugest something about a theory's ability to help us comprehend and prediet

important dobal phenomena in general. Second, if pieces of the literature in international relations theory
are able to help us comprehend international migration, then such theories can be further mined in order
to help exprlain ril5s; will likely be the empirical and policy contours of international migration in the future.

We will outline the five mdor theories of international relations that cunently vie for the attention
of scholars in the field- Ttris summary will not be a systematic review of all that the theories involve, but

will instead focus on basic propositions and essential attributes especially as they might be relenant to the
issue of global migration. We will then review developments in the field of migration, primarily in post-war

Western Europe, to see which of these theories is capable of informing us about this yery important
international phenomenon. Finally, we will venttrre some suggestions regarding the future of migration

based upon our understanding of those insights that appear most relevant.
Realisrn
Realism was the first of the modern theories to appear, building itself on the delegitimation of idealism

in the wake of the carnage of the Second World War. Ilans Morgenthau (1948) produced the keynote
work, describing realism in terms of six principles. First, there exist objective liaws of society and politics
grounded in immutable human nature. Secon4 politics constitutes a sphere of social relations that must
be understood in terms of the search for power.

Thir{

power is contextual in nature.

moral principles are inapplicable in the realm of state behavior.

Fift[

Forth universal

no single set of moral aspirations

offered by one nation can be identifiable with the moral liaws "that govern the trniverse.' Finally, the
political sphere is an autonomous one, separable from all other spheres of human interaction.

A number of other attributes derive from these prineiples or have simply evolved within the realist
paradigm. From the realist perspective, the nation-state is the fundamental unit of enalysis, and other
units, derived as they often are from universalist or moralist leanings, are to be considered ephemeral at

best. Juridically equal and

dedicated

to the pursuit of their own interests, the global system of

nation-states is anarchic. Realists posit a Hobbesian world, and the structure of the global qTstem at any
given point

in time is a function of the independent and always potentially hostile actions of existing

national states. The search for security that emerges in suctr a context drives states into a balance of
power system where the passions and the interests ofeach can be offset by those of others in hopes of
averting self-destruction and supporting the status quo.
Systems of understanding that claim to be based on an immutable bedrock of human nature are
ill-equipped to deal with the concept of change. Realism concerrrs itself with the changing of the relative
levels of power among actors, and with the transition from peace to

war.

Technological innovation,

particularly as regards armaments, and poputration dynamics, appear to be the prime internal elements of
change. More crucially alliancs politics within the context of a ba}ance of power system may be used to

offset internal changes and mediate the onset of violence.

fhg

firn.tamental nature of international

relations, grounded in the principles Morgenthau expounded, may suffer a'change" in the identity of

rele\rant actorg, but does not "evolve.n
Interdependence

In the late 1960s and 1970s students of international

reliations engaged

in a debate over the

assumptions that underpin realism. Ttrose with a behavioralist
bent took the perspective to task for its

unscientific nature. Realism was said to suffer from un or under-specified
central concepts, and f,[s olnims
of realism's proponents that

it derives from an immutable htrman nature gave rise to charges of tautologr.

On the substantive plain, the vision of an anarctric world of unified, rational
nation-states all seekingpower

in an autonomous political sphere grew increasingly contrary to the reality
many scholars of international
re}ations and foreign policy saw.
While the behavioral critique lsmains an important one, it was the liberal
literature that provided the
most direct assault on the substantive glaims of the realists. Liberal
students of the domestic political
system view the state as an arena within which interest groups contend..
Contention does not necessarily
end with the initiation of a PolicY, nor does

it

necessarily abate after an issue extends itself beyond the

water's edge' As a result, it is difEcult to accept the idea of a
"gnified rational,, nation-state.
Extending the liberal perspective into global politics, the primary unit
of analysis becomes not the
nation-state itself but the international issue area in question. Each
issue area dilfers in terms of the
nation-states or subgroups that will be involved, as well as the elements
of power that will be relevant or

applicable' The context within which these issues will be framed
may be ealled,,international regimes,,
defined as the nnetworks of rules, norms, and procedures that
regularize behavior and control its effects,,
(Keohane and Nye, L977:L9).Each regime
differs in tems of its "structure,,' (the distribution of power that
can be brought to bear by those involved), and the
"pr@esses" (specific "allocative or bargaining behavior,')

involved' Power resounces are translated into control over outcomes
by varying linkage strategies, by
agenda setting behaviors, by transnational and transgovernmental
relations, and

by the actions of

international organizations.

Altho,gh some ctmnges in the global system will be ea.sily traceable
to changing economic forees and

overall national power, these are not usually sulficient. As political actors can intervene to alter the effects

of broad economic ehanges, and as power resources may be issue specific, such models are often
inadequate. Change is more likely to be apprehended in issue specific tems and with referenee to
dilferences in the ability of particular actors to attend and bring resounces to bear upon a particular issue.

More to the point is the question of how one achieves cooperation under such constraints. Conceiving
of the problem in game theoretic terms, the question becomes one of allowing for the acquisition

ofjoint

gains by reducing the fear of cheating by the sovereign actors io arry given situation. (This is thought to

be the key problem posed by the anarchy of the system) l,Iaking sure that the actors involved see the
chances for

joint gains is usually identifred

as a

-ajor part of the solution.

As a last resort, the presence or absence of clrange might also be understood with reference to the
sum total of rules or norlns present

in the global system. Actions taken that reflect

cbanges

in the

distribution of power relerrarrt to a specific issue will be easier to achieve. Those ctranges sought that may
be contrary to the distribution will be diffrcult to achieve

ei rnaiqtain. Such c6anges can also be n,llified

by resort to ams. But the increasing costs and declining utility of doing so make liberal explanations of
change more relevant in a world of increasing interdependence.

NeBealism

In the early

1980s James Oliver and Richard Astrley leveled some serious ebarges

at the liberal

international re}ations theorists. Oliver (1982) noted that there was not nearly as much of a difference
between international relations as conceived by the liberals Keohane and Nye and by the realists they
sotrght to criticize as rrany were suggesting. Ashley (1984) went

further. He argued that the liberal

mainsllgarn of the freld was actually moving back toward realism, though realism
of a decidedly inferior

t5pe. Gone were the pronouncements about human nature and the tramhanded attention to and reliance
upon military force. But conceptions of anarchR of the nation-state as the central actor in global politicg
of the search for security and stability, (albeit security and stability of a slighily more
eollective a nature),

and of power more traditionally defined, were all back in force.

Ashley argued that in place of the original realism, we now found a school of thought that
nras

particularly dismal, ahistorica[ and shallow in nature. Gone was the careful attention to historieal context
that was f'hs hallmark of realist works like Morgenthau's Politics Among Nations. Gone too was any hope
of facilitating intenrational cooperation by clearing the way for the aequisition

ofjoint gains. For the more

contemporary'neo-realist,'the liberal interpretation of the cooperation problem is flawed by its emphasis
on

joint gains. In this Hobbesian world, re}ative gains are far more relevant ttran simple absolute

gains.

Uneqtral gains could alter the balance of power and reduce the viability of actors in the system. The
cheating possible in an anarchic world is therefore not the central problem. The real impediment to

international cooperation rests with the allegedly universal desire to conclude agreements that are
inequitably favorable to only one party (Grieco, 1990). As each party desires greater gains than the other,
agreements wiU be dilfrcult to reach and maintain.

Neo-realism also brought with

it a different

vision of the state system. Instead of the actions of

individual states creating the structure of the system, the "system" is conceived as being more autonomo,s.
From this perspective, an international "structure" emerges which is based on the existing distribution of

nation-states with varying degrees

of power. This structure provides the ineentives with

which

nation-states contend. As a result, ttchang€rr implies more than a simple alteration in the identity or reLative

position of a given set of actors, as

it does for realists.

Sinee

the "structuren of the system is

less

dependent on the position of any single actor, the system is not particularly rnrlnerable to ctrange. yet
clmnge is seen as taking place.

The primary agent of ctrange in the neo-realist school is the dynamic of hegemonie rise and decline.
Here a dominant power emerges and establishes most of the salient rules of the system. As that dominance

hgsks down under both intemal and external pressures, regimes break down and we see periods of
instability (Gilpiq 1987:72-80). Ctrange is a ftrnction of the alteration of the global

us5rstem, given

the

rhythm of the rise and decline of hegemonic power.

Marrim
Ttre radical critique that Ashley went on to level at the neo-realists was based at least
in part on a
I'/larxian interpretation of politics. Though lvfarxism is one of the major schools
of thought that vie for the

attention of students of world politics, the relationship between Marxism and world polities has always
been problematic. Marx sought to delineate the processes by which history progresses. Breaking with

mercantilist and liberal ideas, he identifred production as the most fundamental social dynamic. This
rejection of the more traditional focus upon governments and markets led away from any significarrt
consideration of "international" exchange between actors. For most intents and purposes, Marx assumed
a closed economy @owles, 1988). By drawing our attention to production, exploitatior\ and alienation,

Marx creates an analytical method with a specifrcally national character. Ttris national character is
supported by Marx's adoption of classes as the fundamental units of analysis. Classes are dilferentiated

from one another by their relationship to an essentially national stock of the means of production.
Dominant cliasses, while not always unitary, nonetheless dominate the apparatr:s of the state.
Vigorous debates in Marxist circles over the relative "autonomy" of the state do not detract in the
least from this predisposition (Carnoy, 1984). Ttrose who argue that states act as the wholly subordinante
"executive committee of the bourgeoisie" and those who imbue the state with a healthy degree of relative

autonomy both assume a state of an oft unifred and quite rational nature. The capacity to either mirror
class interests entirely or protect class factions from potentially destructive short-term behaviors requires

a highly effrcacious state apparatus.
Class interaction was not viewed by Marx as taking place in a vacuum.

Its nature was determined

by the operative mode of production. A mode of production is born in the marriage between the means

of productiorq (a set of essentially the physical and technical requisites), and the social relations of
productiorq (the patterns of human interaction that evolve around a given set of physical and technical

conditions). Note once again that these are essentially national attributes.
For Marx, social reality was conditioned by the production of comrnodities and the accumu}ation of
capital. In the era of the capitalist mode of production this entailed the creation of a class of wage liaborers
foreed to sell their labor power to a class of eapitalists who owned the means of production- Surplus value
was wrung from the workers as the value of the goods they produced exceeded the extent of the wages

they received. Ttre dominant classes and the state they controlled acted to assure this exploitation by

adopting policies designed to keep liabor ever in the subordinante position.
Possibly the most seductive facet of IVIarx's work rests not in
his ability to erplain society in any given

period, but in his ability to explain change. IVIarx's adoption
of the dialecticat method and of a materialist

fremework allowed him to identifr contradictions inherent in the various
modes of production that had
existed historically. Within each mode lay the seeds of its own destruction.
In the capitalist mod.e, the
nature of exploitation, the tendency for the rate of profit to decline,
and the concomitant shrinking of the
capitalist class relative to the mess sf imFoverished workers would
eventually ,ioom the system. Marx
added teeth to this assertion by identifring previous modes of produetion
and the contradictions that gave

rise to revolutions and subsequent fomations in a comprehensive
and theoretically powerful manner.
Again, however, these modes of production and the contradictions
that spell their eventtral demise are
national level phenomena- Though they might generalize across national
experiences, their d5mamies were
essentially internal.

Marx wrote significantly on only one important international phenomena:
the propensity of capitalism

to expand. Luxembourg, Hilferding, Bukharin and Lenin would
all make important contributions to this
analysis,

but global level relations would remain peripheral to the mainsllgarn of
Marxist literature

@owles, 1988:433-4). The difficulties of doing serious Marxist research
in the west, together with the
adoption within Soviet international re}ations circles of what
may only be described as the realist paradigm,

kept the level of discourse in this area reliatively underdeveloped
for n,ny years.
Dependency and World System

This began to change slowly in the 1960s. The works of Paul
Baran (1960), Andre Gunder Frank
(1967; 1968; 1974), Samir Amin (1973)
and Tmmanuel Wallerstein (Lg74) gained in popularity, largely
as
a result of the failure of traditional perspectives, Marxian
or not, to shed any real light on conditions in

peripheral areasi' Dealing with the periphery meant
dealing with the recipients sf irnperialism. Mam
spoke of imperialism's destructive and regenerative
elements. The west was to bring eapitalism to the rest
of the world' That was both awful an4 it was hoped, progressive.
But scholars in the 1g60s noted
something amiss. Instead of creating smatl psflsfu
of what bad gone on in early modern Europe,

imperialism seemed to implant a whole new set of forces in the areas the west had settled. These forces
seemed to stand squarely in the way of the kind of progress IVIarx predicted. While this set of sctrolars

tried to remain consistent with Marx's spirit, their conclusions were tailored to the conditions they fourd
in small open economies dominated by external forces. More orthodox Marxist scholars rejected both the
methods and tJ:e conclusions of this Soup, and a bitter academic debate developed (See Warren, 1980;

Taylor, 1979; and Brenner, 1977).
Resnick, Sinisr, and Wollf (1985) attempt to dilferentiate between Marxism, and what may be

temed

the "radical school." The direct extraction and distribution of surplus labor (fundamental and subsumed
class processes respectively), are identified as the core of any

truly Marxist analysis. A foreign entity must

be the first recipient of surph:s value extracted to be considered a participant in any "fundrmental class
process" with a legitimately international dimension. Hence

if a transnational corporation owned by core

state nationals opens a subsidiary in a peripheral area and allows that subsidiary to be locally mannged,
surplus value extracted is not to be considered a form of foreign exploitation.

the surplus value extracted are foreign, then there is some "subsumed
involves international relations.

or the

second instance

If for

If the

second reeeivers

cliass process'

of

at work which

any reason the surplus value extracted is not received in the

by non-nationals, (as in the case of portfolio investment, technolory

first
lease

agreements, or political/military interventionto alfect market conditions), then non+liass processes are said

to be a work and the problem falls outside the punriew of Marxist analysis.
Clearly much of interest to students of international relations must be considered outside of the
parameters of Marxism from this perspective. Ttre ideas of these I'radical" scholars first coalesced under
the rubric of "dependency" theory. Ttre fundamental insight offered by the dependenry scholars concerned

the unity of the concepts of development and underdevelopment. In response to prevailing orthodoxies
in economics, sociolory and comparative politics, proponents of dependenry argued that "development', and
"underdevelopment" were simply two sides of the same coin. Conditions in peripheral countries could not
be understood

without considering the eontext within which these countries were integrated into the global

system. Belations of trade, international investment, and in some
10

casres

the use of force in the

international realm had to be comprehended if any real understanding of the periphery was to be gainedDependency evolved into the world system literature when scholars began to consider both peripheral

and non-peripheral relations (Frank, 1978; WallersteirU 1974). For world system scholars, the only
legitimate unit of analysis is the world system itself. It is at this rracro lerrel that the context within which
actions emerge is established.

The modern world system is made up of a glrbal division of }abor and a state system (Chase-Dunrq
198D. The system itself is driven by the requisites of accumulation of a global level and manifests itself

in terms of three fturdamental structures. The core-periphery hierarchy is the first. The interaction of
various areas allow for the creation of a complex global division of }abor within which some come to
specialize in goods with a high level of technolory and value-added, while others are left to provide raw

materials. The role of the state is fundamental tothis differentiation. Once established, the world qrstem
is characterized by a smsll ge1g, a large periphery, and 3 small semi-periphery made up of the ocrasional
declining eore state and peripheral states that come undergo dramatic growth. This differentiation of the

world system into core, periphery and semi-periphery is a primary facet of international relations.
The second is a set of long economic cycles. Drawing on the early literature of Kondratieff (1935),
these long cycles provide a pulse of approximately 50 years of upswing and downswing. Ttre genesis of
these cydes is a topic of constanrt debate, but their effects in a variety of areas, including regrms ehange
and global debt crises (to name but two that might be most rele'vant for migration) make up a signifrcant

portion of the world system literattrre. Trnrnanusl Sallslstein, one of the major world system proponents,

adds

to this cyclical nature a set of secular trends as well.

commodiEcation, and mechanization (Hopkins and Wallerstein,

These include physical expansion,

l98l). The secular trends have natural

limits, and the cyclical rh5rthms may ampliry over the long term. Ctrange of an epochal nature is sugested

to occur when a conlluence of these limits to existing secutrar trends, and a major cyclical

economic

dowuturn, result in upheaval and transformation. Ttris is the process that was suggested to have occurred

in the late 15th centurlz when the feudal system, weakened by its internal contradictions aod pressured
externally as welt gave way and ushered in

the

of capitalism during the "long 16th centuq/

11

(Wallerstein, L974).
Ttre third firndamental differentiation eoncerns inter-core rivalry. Periods of hegemony are said to
alternate with periods of rivalry (lack of hegemony) in some as yet not fi:lly specifred re}ationstrip to the
economic cycles posited. Wars are more likely to emerge duringperiods of rivalry, while colonial conquest

or great power intervention characterizes global violence in hegemonic eras.

A healthy debate tras emerged ll,ithin the world system school regarding the specifically "modent"
nature of these dynamics. Some scholars are now questioning whether these processes are actually specific
to the era of "capitalism" or whether they are historical constants that strould allow us to search for clues

to the fi:nctioning of the world system in the years prior to the 16th century as well (Frank, 1990).

IIL

TEFONSIICALA.SSIEfIfIIIETiIT

International migration probably qualified as the most humanly intensive transnational phenomenon
even back

in the 1970s. No one knows for sure how many international migrants there were then,

although estimates were made and they ran into the tens of millions.
Organization for Migration

([oM,

In

1992 the International

(IOM estimated the world's recent migrant population at

100 million people

1992).

The focus of many studies of international migration back in the 1960s and 1970s was upon Western
Etrrope. Perhaps one of the reasons why marry analysts did not fully grasp the socio-economic and political
signifrcanee

of international migration at that point was the prevailing belief that the migratory

phenomenon was ephemeral. Until the mid-1970s, Western European policies generally were posited on

the assumption that most migrants would return home. Virtually no one foresaw the extensiveness of
settlement that wotrld oocur. And even when settlement became an incontrovertible fact, a ntrmber of
states wottld persist in not acknowledging

it. fire myth of return is with us stil today.

L2

Iflrgratim and Bealism
B€rftnergthe Demise of the Nation State
Underneath the veneer of no longer credible post-war migration policies, specifrcally guestworker and
seasonal worker policies, was a mushrooming socio-economic and political reality that wa,s
linking migrant

sending and receiving societies

in multifaceted and, over the long run, extremely significant

Tmmigrant wage remittances became major sources of income

ways.

for entire regions in the countries of

emigration and industries in the lands of immignation cotrld no longer function without immigr.ant
Labor.
There were be}ated attemFts to enforce return or to stop family reunifrcation but these generally
failed.
Ttre migration linkage between states like Germarry and Turkey had begun purposively as the
German
government authorized foreign labor recruitment for conjectural labor market purposes.
And, Germany
and Turkey were NATO allies. But international migration between Gemany and T\rrkey had attained
a eertain autonomy making

or control

It

it

it increasingly dilficult for the German

and Turkish goverr:ments to regulate

by the 1g70s.

was the feeling that immigr.ation had gotten out of control and a mounting socio-political malaiss

over integration issues that prompted the European decisions to eurb further labor recruitment
by 1g24.
These deeisions were uniliateral on the part of Western European states and they were seen
by some as

possibly reducing immigrant populations. Those hopes were proven largely
illusory due

to family

reunilication and births to resident aliens in Western Europe. Western European states
were constrained
by legal democratic, foreign policy and hr:man rights considerations to permit
legally-authorized settlement

to continue. Relatively few resident aliens were forced to return home against their will.

Massive

repatriation would have wrought economic havoc both in the migrant receiving and
sending countries,
although hundreds of thousands of migrants did lose

work. Many returned home after

1gZB, thereby

compounding the ,nemplqment problems of countries of emigration.

Western European governments were freer to do something about illegal
migration whictr, as most

starkly evident in the French erse summarized in Table already was extensive
I
before the recruitment

curbs' Most European governments enacted or reinforced employer sanctions.
Table 2 summarizes key
13

features of laws adopted to curb illegal employment of aliens as of 1990. Many also authorized legalization
progrems, as summarized in Table

3. While strategies to curb illegal migration have had limited, positive

resr:Its, as illegal immigration almost certainly would have been far more extensive in their absence, illegal

immigration to Western Europe has proven to be durable, if not intractable. It persists in part because
of the extensive famital and vilJage networks between migrant sending and receiving countries that were

forged during the recruitment era-

It

persists as well because governments allocate insuffrcient resources to enforcement of }aws

prohibiting illegal employment of aliens. Legalization policies generally succeed in adjusting the status of
only a fraction of the illegal alien population in part because these migrants fear public authorities and live

at the margins of society.

The persistence and perhaps proliferation of illegal immigration nearly two decades after the
recruitment curbs certainly has contributed to the growing salience qf immigration issues in Western
Europe. Four additional factors also contributed.

ths

imFlementation of the Single European Act, which aims te eliminate barriers to the movement

of goods, capital, labor and services, entails lessening of formalities and controls at "internal" frontiers
between EC members states. Border control is an important component 6f immigration regulation, so the

Act has raised fears that member states will become even more permeable to, as Boehning (1990) has
termed them, "unwanted" international migrants. As the Tleaty of Rome does not apply to immigration
regutration per se, these fears appear misplaced, but they have served to heighten apprehensions over

immigration. The francais moyerl. for example, fears that imflementation will restrlt in Germany's Turks
descending upon France. Thus far, implementation of the Act has not directly affected resident aliens in

EC member states whose legal status remains unchanged.

The second additional factor has been the political transformation of Central and Eastern Europe.
The elimination of many barriers to travel freedom of emigratio& and even the devolution of existing
nation-states combined

with political instability and looming

t4

economic disaster in the former Warsaw Bloc

Table 1 - E\olutim of Legalization Bate of For,eign Wckers
(ErcludiDg Algedrms nnd Some Others)" Admitted as
Permanent Wckers to Franoe hy the Nati@al
Trnrnigration Otrae 1948 to 1981

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
L957
1958
1959
1960
1961

t962
1963

19M

23.0
48.5
34.6
40.45
48.3
36.7
29.9
27.9
50.25
45.4
53.6
58.9
53.0
53.5
65.65
71.76

1966
L967
1968
1969
1970
1971

77.2
78.7
82.0

L972

u.3

1973

56.5
42.5
83.1
90.2
87.6
89.2
89.1
89.1

L974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

67.8
60.9
60.3

95.8

" Calcul,ation based on all petuanent foreign workers admitted to France (save for Algerians) until
1968 from 1969, members of EC states not included. Until 1975, most Black Africans not included-

Source:

Rozu Cealis, et. al. 'Le contexte historique,'Immigration Clandestine. Bulletin Mensuel
des Statistiques du Travai[ Number 106, 1g88, p. i0.
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area to raise the specter of

mass

to the West. This potential is taken very seriously and has

contributed to the new found salience of immigration issues at the highest levels of government. There
was intense diplomatic activity in Burope dudng the early 1990s on international migration issues, as
summarized by Table

4. A Council

of Europe-sponsored meeting in Vierura, for example, essentially told

the Central and Eastern Europeans to stay home. An OECD-sponsored meeting in Rome attempted to
give new impetu,s to ttrinking about cormections between international migration and development. .ds in

the United States' ease with negotiations over a Free Tlade Agreement with Mexico (and Canada),
Western European governments have had to think hard about linkages between trade policies and
international migration when eonsidering the new architecture of Europe. Tmmigr.ation has fognd its way
to the heart of diplomatic agendas.
Thirdly, there has been an enormousr increase in asylum applications in Western Europe as in other
Western democracies. Table 5 provides a summary of available data for the 1983 to 1990 period. In 1992,

nearly 450,000 aliens applied for asylum in Germany alone. Most asyh:m applicants are found to be
ineligible for the grarrt of asylum (acceptance rates are as low as five percent in several Western European
states, including Gernany, as seen in Table 6), but a majority of asylum-seekers manage to stay on despite
being denied asylum. The inllux of asylum-seekers has been extremely costly and politically controversial.

Although Western European states have markedly increased financial and personnel resources consecrated

to asylum adjudicatior5

it still often takes years for applications to be abjudicated

asylum-seekers continue

and the numbers of

to swell. Perceived abuse of asyh:m has put the credibility of governmental

efforts to control immigration on the line. Growing political disaffection is endangering rnaintenanee of
adhesion to the refugee conventions which are the cornerstone ofinternational cooperation in refugee

alfairs.

Asylum-seekers, thus, have forced policy makglg

to grapple with the relationstrip between

international migration and its root causes, which are both exogenous and endogenous.
Increasingly, the aqiltrm-seekers influx has rendered e:plicit long latent connections between
immigration and national security polieies. The deployment of Italian andAustrian troops to help star:nch
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Table

- Summary of Ingatizations in Selecte<f Westenn European Stat€s
1980s.4

Belgium:

overtime legalization in 19?4. Governnent has since opposed the option.b

France:

routine lemlization 1946-1968, exceptional legalization policy thereafter, 1.4
millisl legalizations 1948 to 1981, exceptional legalizations LgTz-79,40,000;
1977-79 (Mauricians) 1,000; 1980 to 1981, Sentier, 3,889; 1981-88, 150,000.

Germany:

legalization-like poliry through nominative recruitment process until 1gz3,
small-scale, unpublicized legalizations on individual basis for humanitarian
reasons thereafber,c officially eschews legalization policy.

Italy:

unpublicized small-scale legalization possible until (around) 1985, on and off
legalization policy in 1987 and 1988 (105,000 applicants), major legalization
policy

in

1990, 204,000 aliens legalized.

Netherlands:

15,000 aliens legalized

Spain:

44,000 aliens legalized in 1985/86. Political movement in support of legalization
and Spanish-Moroccan negotiations lead to limited reopening of legalization
opportunity for Moroccans by 1991.e

Sweden:

several hundred aliens legalized in 1976. Government has since eschewed
legalization.r

Switzerland:

Legalization eschewed, but cases of excessive rigor policy grants legal status to
over 10,000 aliens, mainly asylum-seekers denied refugee status, since 1g82.s

UnitedKingdom Small-scalelegalization
b

Commissariat royal

-

in

1975, 850 legalized

1980.d

Lg74-t978.

politique flss immigr. s, Pour une cohabitation harmoniease. p. ?60.

'Interview with Watter Riess, Federal Ministry of Labor, November
d

in

C. Wihtol de Wenden, 'The absence of

Workers. pp. 38-49.

1g81.

rights...'inz. Lagton-Henrz; Ttre Ripihts of Misant

" Antonio IVIartinez, 'Le d_bat su. l'immigration en Es1mgne,, Migrations Societ_, B:3, pp. 6L-76.
r Intenriew with Toma.s
Hammar.
s

Qffrce F-d-rale de findustrie, des arts et m-tiers et du travail and Offrce f d rale des etrangers,
Rapport sur La conception et les priorit-s de }a politique suisse des tranqeis-pour les annees g0. p.
46.
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Table 6 - Asyhm-seekers neognUea as Befugees in Germary
197$1990 (%)

1979

14.0

1980

L2.0

1981

7.7

1982

6.8

1983

13.7

1984

26.6

1985

29.2

1986

15.9

1987

9.4

1988

8.6

1989

5.0

1990

4.4

Heinrictr Meyer, SOPEMI 1989: Federal Republic of Germanv. p. 11
and fire Week in Germanv. January 11, 1991, p. 6
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influxes of asyh:m-seekers are widely known. However,

it

is scenarios like the possible coming to power

ef lslamic firndamsntalists inNorthAfricancountries leadingto amassive outflow ofrefugees and migrants

with residency rights who have opted to return home that has contributed to the new salience of
immigration concerns in foreign policy. Several decades ago, most European leaders would have scoffed

at the notion that there was a connection between immigr.ation and national security policies.
Lastly, the politicizaft,isn ef imynigration issues in domestic politics has become so extensive and critical

that governments must attach priority to anything that affects the issue. Ttris process is perhaps best
illustrated by the Freneh ease, although France is not the only Western European polity where immigration
is the most contentious issue in domestic politics.
Most scholars would eoncur that immigration was not ar1imFor"tant domestic political issue in France

prior to 1970 (Withol de Wenden, 1988). Its signifrcance was latent. During the 1g?0s, however, a variety
of factors related 1q immig"ant settlement, such as strikes, housing issues and the growing alfirmation of

fslam, transformed immigration from a fait divers into an issue which suddenly obligated political parties

to hire experts and make policy statements. The growth of the 3ft,i-immigr.arrt and anti-semitic National
Front, which scored its first break through in 1983,

ha.s ensured

immigration issues prominence ever since

(Gaspar4 1990).
There are severe integration issues facing countries like France.

that

is why immigration control is

seen as the prerequisite to integration. Two decades of integration policies, however, have not adequately

resolved the problems of poor housing, unemploJment, discrimination and educational barriers that affect

immigfants disproportionately (Commission of the European Communities, 1990; Zengers de Beij[ 1gg0).
Table 7 reveals the disproportional growth of alien unemplo5rment in Germany in the 1g80s, a situation
that was illustrative of

a broader

pattern and one which contrasted sharply with the sitr:ation that obtained

during the recruitment era when alien unemplo5rment was

low.

Hence,

it is small wonder

that

governments have come to view the conneetion between foreign policy and irnrnigration as vitally important

to them. Elections are increasingly affected by immigration issues. Governments and parties attract or
lose support on them.
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Table 7
Une.mployed Workens (Arrlrral Average)

in

Germary

Year

number

Vo

number

Vo

1979

876,137

3.8

93,499

4.7

1980

888,900

3.8

107,400

5.0

1981

1,27L,574

5.5

t68,492

8.2

L982

L,833,2M

7.5

245,7L0

11.9

1983

2,259,235

9.1

292,L40

L4.7

1984

2,265,559

9.1

270,265

14.0

1985

2,304,014

9.3

253,195

13.9

1986

2,229,004

9.0

248,001

13.7

1987

2,229,799

8.9

262,097

14.3

Source: Heinrich Meyer, SOPEMI 1988 1989), p. 29.

Federal Republic of Germann (Paris: SOPEMI report,

2A

The recent historyof migration in Europe raises immediate and serious questions about the
utility
of realism. Ttrough one might well expect issues that involve the movement of rniltions people
of
across
international borders to gain the attention of nation-states, the nature of the phenomena
and the merrner
in which

it

has manifested itself seem contradictory to marry of the fundamental tenants of realism.

"opponents"

in this context are not nation-states at

balance or military force appears to have great

a[

fire

state power has been subverted, no notion of

utility in explaining or solving the problems that have

arisen, and change has emerged from areas quite unre}ated to traditional
"high politics,, concerns. Indeed

Morgenthau (1968:495) argues against the likelihood of world government specifically on
the grounds that
nation-states are unlikely

to allow large-scale migration. While world government has not

emerged,

massive migration has. Contrary to the glaims of the realists, immi.gration
has become very much a matter

of "high" politics.

Mgration, Interdependencg and Neo-Bealim:
Is there aMgration Bqime?
Several ofthe favorite concepts ofthe interdependence and neo-realist approaches appear relevant
in the study of international migration. International migration has forged sqmplex and extensive political
and socio-economic linkage structures which have eluded state attemFts at control. Trade policies
and

bilateral relations with neighboring countries have been directly alfected. So too have broader
international structures. A debate over the existence or lack thereof of a regime fsp immigration
exists
(Compare Miller and Zolberg

in Ikitz et. al. eds., 1992:800-3g4). In order to

assess

the utility of

interdependence and neo-realism as perspectives by which to understand immigration
we must review
these various issues.
Tbade policy greatly affeclg immig?ation policies.

If countries like France or the US put up tarilf walls

to protect agricultural interests, say labor-intensive production of fruits and vegetables,
they are reducing
employment opportunities in nearby Third World areas, creating large numbers
of emigrants and almost
certainly encouraging the illegal immigration which they offrcially want to

ctrb.

Due in no small part to

the incoherence of many immigration policies, international migration has attained
a certain degree of
25

autonomy from governmental regu}ation. Indeed the lack of eoherence of goveramell6l imrnignation
policies in the 1990s is a severe challenge to any conceptualization ofinternational relations that rests on
assumptions of sovereignty or rational and unified state behavior. Bilateral relations between the US and

Mexico are directly alfected by this very problem (Kiser and Kiser, lg7g).
From the perspective of interdependence and neo-realism, il is imFortant to look for regime behavior

in areas like migration. The notion of an international regime has been defined broadly and narrowly.
Usage of the concept is inconsistent. Broadly speaking, an international regime exists
sense when states are constrained by

in its strongest

e:ptcit or implicit norms, agreements, tacit understandings or treaty

commitments in an issue area (Krasner, 1g8B). States voh:ntarily and regularly renounee some of their
prerogatives in order to adhere to standards of conduct.

fireir

polieies and behavior mesh with a regional

or international pattern that is perceived as constraining policy options in a given issue area
The notion of international regimes does have utility as regards the study of international migration

as

it

helps one understand the constraints upon the prerogatives of many governments on certain

migration-related matters. There have been re}atively few studies of the role of bilateral agreements and

the role of international organizations in regulation of international migration. However, there is a long
history there erren if many specialists in immigr"ation are unaware of

it or regard if 6s rrnimportant. A

state like Switzerland, for example, had signed scores of establishment agreements prior to World War I.

Curently, a plethora of multi-lateral and bilateral agreements are constraining the exercise of Swiss
sovereignty in regu}ation of international migration (Office federal de l'industrie, des arts et metiers et du

travail

1987:75-83).

France also has long viewed bilateral agreements as the normal basis for regulation of labor migration.

By 1931, the French government published a tome of its bilateral labor accords (Ministere du Travai!
1931). The interwar predecessor to today's ILO was preparing an international instrument pertaining to
regulation of international migration before that effort was cut short by World War

IL After

the war, the

ILO adopted Convention g7 in L949, which was followed in 1975 by Convention 148, both of which
pertained to migrant workers and established norms and guidelines for bi}ateral regulation of international

26

labor movements. Itr the years immediately following World War
agreements with

Italy

parties concerned.

II, France signed

a series of bilateral

which were designed to ensure that international }abor recruitment benefitted all

It wa.s hoped that bilateral govertmental regulation

of international migration would

curb the abuses and inequities that ctraracterized foreign }abor recruitment during the interwar period
(Cross, 1983:78-81). Signature of bilateral agreements became the postwar pattern in Western Etrrope
as

virtually all foreign labor recruitment was regutrated on the basis of such agreements.
Relatively few scholars have examined the workings and effects of these agreements.

fire

194?

Franco-Italian agreement was undercut by employer resistance to regulation and continued hiring of illegal

irnmig'ants. The French goverament began to legalize the illegally employed Italians whieh in turn
undermined the bilateral agreement. This set the pattern for

ffiller,

liabor

to France until at least 1968

1986). The French legal scholar Maurice Flory reviewed France's bilateral labor agreements in the

1970s and concluded

that those agreements generally were poorly imFlemented and that they were

asymmetrical leaving countries of emigration with less influence over regulation of international migration

than that of the host governments (Flory, 1979).

Flory's

assessment was on

the mark, as amply demonstrated by the unilateral nature of the

decisions to curb foreign labor recruitment in the early 1970s. However, these accords did provide narious

proteetions and rights

to foreign workers and their dependents which are key to understanding the

postwar evolution of Western European policies towards international migration. Ttrere developed a partial

international regime pertaining to legally-admitted migrants that very much constrained the prerogatives
of sovereign states there. Ttree examples can briefly illustrate this general pattern.

Prior to 1964, most migrant workers in Switzerland were Italian seasonal workers. Ttrey had a very
restricted status which required them to return home annually and which made it very difficult for them
to attain residency rights which would enable them to bring in their families. Italy was sharply criticat of

the seasonal workers' legal status and brought various forms of presstrre to bear on Swiss authorities to
Iiberalize their policies. Ttris resulted in the 1964Italo-Swiss labor Agreement which made

it signifrcantly

easier for Italian seasonal workers to obtain legal residency and then bring in their dependents. Swiss
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critics of the 1964 Agreement correctly saw it as transforming Switzerland into an irnrnigration landIndeed

it did (Miller,

lg8t67-74).

Today, seasonal workers in Switzerland can qualiff for residency if they work thirty-six months over
a four year period.

In recent years, as seen in Table 8, about 10,000

seasonal workers

qualiff for legal

residency annually. Their status is still the object of domestic and international criticism as seen most
readily in the negotiations between Switzerland and the EC over their future relationship.
government does not and cannot treat seasonal workers as

constrained by

a

it

chooses.

fire

Swiss

Its prerogatives were and are

combination of florms: diplomatic pressures and formal agreements which have

transformed "rotational" seasonal worker poliry into one of the principal sources of permanent immigration

to Switzerland.

In

1976, the French government suddenly declared a halt on

further admission of family members of

resident foreign workers from non-EC countries. The government had hoped that the recruitment curbs
would reduce thg immigrant poputration. But that hope was frustrated, in part, by continuing familial

immigration. Given the widespread currency of the idea that family reunification was caused by the
decisions to curb recruitment, which is then inappropriately used to criticize those decisions,

it

perhaps

is worth noting that levels of family reunification actually fell subsequent to the 1974 recruitment curb in

France and that growing family immigration probably weighed heavily in the decision to curb (not
completely to stop) foreign }abor recruitment. At arry rate, the governmental decree was rescinded by the

Cor:ncil

of State as it eontradicted Franee's explicit

engagements

in the Franco-Portuguese

and

Franco-Algerian bi}ateral agreements. France's treaties have legal precedence and the force of law.
Hence, France could not stop legal imrnigration even if its political and governmental leaders bandied about

the term 'immigration stop' (WeiI, 1991:107-135). Franee and other Western European states were
constrained to authorize continued

family

by a combination of bilateral accords, compliance

with norms established by international organizations such as the ILO (even if they generally were
reluctant to ratify pertinent instruments) and by human rights policies. They could not lambast the Soviet
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Table I
Transforrration from Seasonal to Resident Status,
1958-1989

Year

Change

7968
7969
7970

3,500
7,700
6,000
8,300
11,900
11,600
9,577
7,990
9,?28

7971,

1972
7973
7974
7975
7976

5,n6

7977
7978
7979
1980
1981

4,077
3,740

4,78
7,377

7982

8,ilz

1983
1984
1985

8rW

7,592

93s4
9,U5

79ffi
7987
1988
7989

9,587
'1.0,458

72,592

Source: Thierry Mauron. Rapport du Correspondant Suisse,
OECD Sopemi Report, September,7990. pg. 68 and
W. R. Bohning, Guestworker Employment with special
reference to the Federal Republic of Gerntany, France and
Lessons for the U.S.
Switzerland

-

?,9

Union for non-compliance with family reunification provisions of the Helsinki Accords without risking
similar criticism

if they were to

deny this human right to resident aliens. They could and did throw up

administrative barriers to legal family reunification but they could only slow it, not stop it.
$irnilarly, the German government could not enforce rotation of legally-admitted foreign workers who
remained employed. The 1972 Germano-Turkish treaty protected Turkish workers against involturtary

return and German courts held that Bavarian state efforts to enforce rotation were contrary to Germany's
international engagements (O' Brien, 1991:9).
Western European policies towards international migrants have been constrained by a partial
international regime. Sovereign states are unable to treat migrants as they may wish. Even denied
asyhrm-seekers possess rights and protections which have frustrated Western European governmental

efforts to remove them once adjudication of their cases has ended. These constraints were marrifest in the
1991 Freneh governrnent decision to legalize the 100,000 or so deboutes du

asylum but who have not been repatriated) and

in the

droit d'asile (persons denied

Swiss policy towards so-called cases of severe

administrative rigor. The grant of legal status to thousands of individuals denied asylum in a polity that
has eschewed legalization policy, as evidenced by Table 9, is largely r:nknown but higtrly noteworthy.
French and Swiss authorities generally do not return denied asylum-seekers to their homelands if there
is reason to think the individual's hunan rights might be jeopardized or

if refoulement might contradict

engagements made to international instruments with regard to refugees. These policies are not publicized

for the obvious reason that to do so might induce

erren more asylum

slaims. Clearly, it is diffrcult to

reconcile appreciation of the partial international regime with the "Fortress Europa" of draconian policies
towards migrants portrayedby many analysts Messina, 1990:17-31). While policies towards asylum-seekers

are controversial and not above moral reproaet5 the "Fortress Europa" eoncept originated in the debate
over US-EC trade and even in that realm its usefulness is questionable.
The considerable evolution of resident alien rights over the past twenty years in Western Europe has

mueh to so with this partial international regime. But not all international migrants benefit from
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it. firis

thhle

I

- legatization of Cases dExceeeive IUgu in Switzerlmd 198P-lggQ

Asylum Seekers

1983

331

390

1984

225

293

1985

307

420

1986

590

L,2L3

610

1987

620

1,391

892

1988

1,195

2,589

2,036

1989

L,265

2,678

1,950

1990

3,000

5,933

4,979

Source:

Offrce f d-rale de l'industrie, des arts et m_tiers et du travail and Oflice
f-d-ral des etrangers, Rapport sur la conception et les priorit_s de la

politique suisse des etrangers pour les ann es g0. p. 46.
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ean be quickly ascertained by contrasting governmental regulation of migrarrt labor in the Arab region

with

such regulation in Western Europe.

States like Libya, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia do treat migrants much as they

wish. Scholars like

Boudatrain (1985) and Beauge and Roussillon (1988) have long criticized the absence of respect for Arab
League and international instruments pertaining to international migration by many Arab states. Since

the Gulf crisis of 1990/1991, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia have shamelessly evicted hundreds of thousands of

migrant workers and their dependents, ineluding many who were long-term, legal residents. The
international regime pertaining to international migrants, therefore, is far from global. And it is unlikely
that the new U.N. convention pertaining to the rights of all migrants will substantially alter that reality.
The recent history of issues, norrns and rules 6f immigration allow us some basis upon whidr to assess

the ability ofinterdependence and neo-realist coneeptions ofinternational relations to help understand

important phenomena The interdependence frarnework provides the superior analysis. Tmmigration
appears more

a.s

an issue area than a function of global structure. While immigr"ation might be explained

with reference to gross inequalities between core and periphery, its salience in relations between Germany
and France, as well as the elusive, individualistic and fragmented manner in which policies emerge are
more consistent with the general framework of interdependence. Agenda setting and linkage behavior,

not structural changes or any level of anarctry better explain the actions that have been taken and the
marlner in which countries are trying to cope. Regime formation is more relevant ttran any loss of
hegemonic status, and the attributes of change outlined in the interdependence problematique is better
able to apprehend change in the nature of migration patterns and coping behaviors than is the more power

oriented explanation offered by the neo-realist school.
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Ifigration, I[aE, end the f,Iorld System:
C1ass Politfos

and Global

Ins'nti". Structrnes

While interdependence provides us with an analytical tool well suited to the description of
contemporary imrnigr"ation policy,

it

provides

little guidance as to when or why immigr.ation occurs, what

its effects may be, or of its future. Both marxian and world system theories meke far. greater claims to
universality than do either interdependence sl nsq-1selism, particularly

as regards the vicissitudes of labor.

In this seetion we will review evidence that will allow us to consider what these theories may add to our
understanding of this phenomenon.

In contrast to "bourgeois" s@ial science, it is not at all surprising that it would be Marxists who first
would realize the tremendous political signifrcance of post-World War

tr labor migration to Western

Europe. As non+itizens, foreign workers were seen as being of little or no significance to political parties,
elections, governmental institutions and public poligmaking, the traditional foci of non-IVIarxian students

of politics (Aroru Lg74). In a conception of political life as class strugle, on the other hand, foreign
workers, as part of the productive force, could take on political signifrcance both activelS as participants
in strikes, Iabor union activities and other kinds of "worker struggles," and passively, as 6 dnrnFer on wages
and as a sounce of subjective divisions within the working class.
A primary thrust of Marxist research on migration has been to specifr and clarifr the foreign workers,
role in and impact upon contemporary class conllict in Western Europe. In this effort, certain key coneepts

in Marxist theory have been applied to the situation of foreign workers thereby providing a theoretical
context in which foreign worker experience has been interpreted. Manists frnd foreign workers fulfiUing

the function of a Reserve Industrial Army in contemporary Western European Capitalism. Man argued
that a mess of rural migrants, theoretieally inextraustible, would keep wages at the minimal level necessary

for the reproduction of the }abor force. Hence, the emiseration of the working class. Given the cyclical
nature of eapitalism, these rural migrants would be thrown out of work in times of depression, thereby
allowing capitalists to temporarily protect their profrt margins and cushion themselves from the effects of
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the depression. Durrng the period of post-World War

II

economic e:pansiorq many non-Marxists pointed

to the nearly full emplo5ment economies of those years as proof that the concept of a Reserve Indr:strial
Army had no basis in fact and that, given the centrality of this concept to lVIarxist theory, that Marx was
lYrong.

IVlarxists quiekly pointed to the influx of foreign workers as the twentieth centurlr manifesf,gdsn ef

the Marxian Reserve Industrial Army (Gorz, LgZ}). While IVIarx himself conceived of the Reserve
Industrial Army only in terms of the uprooted peasantry of individr:al states, the subsequent development

of Monopoly Capital was seen as extending the manpower needs of the modern economy beyond the
conlines of the national state. The near full emplo5ment of the French citizenrlr, thus, did not
disprove

the notion of a Reserve lndustrial Army because now Algerian or Portuguese migration was acting
as a
restraint on wages an4 as indicated by the fate of Turkish workers in Germany during the recession of
1967, there still was a liabor force that would be thrown out of work during economic
downturns (Martin,

1993). Ftrrther, the accentuated exploitation or super-exploitation of the foreign component of the
proletariat could erplain the relative real income gains of Western Europe workers during
this period,
thereby providing a defense of the emiseration hypothesis.
Support for the emiseration hypothesis was particularly important in the context of a growing debate
on notions of the rise of a Iabor aristocracy, or the "embourgeoisement" theory,
which predicted the passlng

of the working class into middle class status in advanced industrial societies. For IvIary the
notion of a
labor aristocracy referred to an element of the working class whiclr, because of its relative prosperity
or
feeling of superiority, identifred with the state and integrated itself into the state apparatus.
The social

promotion of Western European workers, whether objective or subjective, due
to the massive foreign

worker immig'ation, ha.s resulted in an increased tendency toward collaboration between
Western
European labor and the state apparatus in the post-World TVar

tr era Ttre

same outcome uray be derived

from a review of native worker status. As both Manist and non-Marxist scholars
have pointed out, it has
been the replaeement of Western European workers with foreign workers
that has allowed the social
promotion of indigenous workers in the post-World War
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II era

Marxists overwhelmingly stressed the numbing effect of migration upon

cla.ss struggle and,

obverseln

the importanee of migration as a stability factor erplaining the maintenance of capitalist dominance in
Western Europe. Bernard Granotier perhaps most succinctly expressed the lVIarxist thesis concerning the
political impact of foreign workers. 'With

the

the bourgeoisie found a new means to try to

get around its great political problem: not to dig its o$rn grave, not to multiply its own grave digers as

Marx would put

it."

Acrording to Granotier, immigration allows the bourgeoisie to ". . . augment the

volume of the working class without augmenting the 'negative', the 'social criticism' within the society"
(1973).

Granotier leaves one with an almost Manichean conception of foreign worker political life. Either
foreign workers are redueed to the position of virtual twentieth centtrr5r sliaves or else foreign workers
represent a revolutionary force that could be a decisive factor in the overthrow of the capitalist order

it were not for the foreign worker condition limiting their political

if

consciousness and forcing any political

activity on their part to be clandestine because of the risk of police repression. In this perspective, the
scope, variety, and indeed,

ths imFortance of actual foreign worker political activities are lost. On the

level there is considerable evidence that foreign workers participate and get representation
through these channels (Miller, l98l;

Irelan{ 1991).

Tmmigrants have in fact beeome

ilr imFor.tant

sounce

of political opposition and "social criticism" throughout Western Europe. This would indicate that, using

Granotier's idiom, migration is a much less effective way for the bourgeoisie to get around its political
problem ttran Granotier would have one believe.

To varying degrees, the works of Granotier and others (Castles and Kosac\ Castells, Mles) who
wrote on foreign labor in a lvlarxist vein all reflect the influence of Andre Gorz. Among the well-known
contemporar5r Western European social scientists-philosophers, Sartre's collaborator

Modernes was the

frst to attribute extensive political

significance 1q immigration to Europe. According

to Gorz (1970), labor migration assumed political significance because,

'. . . the absence of such a cheap liabor force

would make the present patterns of

distribution and consumption impossible: were the mass sf social outcasts to
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on Les Temps

disafpear or to withhold their Labor, capitalism would be obliged to pay all its labor
at its historic price, which it would be unable to do without disrupting the system,s
economic and social balance, its hierarchial structure and civilization."

Equally important were the effects sf immigrant labor on domestic working class politics. In Les
Temps Modernes he wrote that:

"T[s

messivg call upon foreign labor permits

s fundamental mental and artificial

modification of the political and social structure of the indigenous populationRecourse to foreign workers permits notably: the exclusion sf s1 imFortant part

of

the proletariat from trade upon activity, to sharply diminish the political and electoral

weight of the working cliass, to diminish more sharply yet its ideological weight and
cohesion,

in a word, to 'denationalize' decisive sectors of the working installed in

residence, with an imported proletariat, economically and politically 'marginalized',

deprived of all politica! trade union and civic right."
Developments in foreign worker history and changes in the foreign workers' legal status since 1g?0

notwithstanding, this statement by Gorz is mistaken in important ways. Foreign workers have never been
deprived of all trade union rights. Gorz may well be right that foreign labor migration resulted

in a

firndamental and artificial modification of class politics, and that this modifrcation has been a major fiactor
in the maints1211ge of capitalist dominance in Western Europe, but these kinds of statements are difficult,

if not imPossible, to falsi&, and therefore have to be accepted or rejected more on the

basis of political

conviction than on the basis of observation. What Gorz asserts that can be tested, however, is subject to

doubt. It would seem to be a clear exaggeration, fs1 s*amFle, to argue that foreign workers are deprived
of all political and civic rights. Furthermore, his portrayal of foreign workers as sharply diminishing the
political weight of the working class leaves one with an impression sf immigrant political passivity that is
belied by the facts.

Marxists have made a number of advances in our understanding of migration. States regulate or
deregulate the flow of foreign workers to serve the interests of those in need of inexpensive and
relatively
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passive

labor. From here, however, Marxists take the road of praxis away from the testing of this or any

corollar;r hypotheses. We are left with excellent explanation, but of only a nanow band of phenomena

The literature on dependency theory evolved in part from IVlarxism as considered at the global level.

firere have been a number of considerations of international migration informed by dependency theory
concerns. Adler (1977), for example, sought to test some of the tenets of dependency theory in the
Fmnco-Algerian case. He found dependency theory wanting, though this was due in great part to his very
static definition of the concept involved.
Dependency theorists interpret international migration within a broader framework of Western
Capitalist domination of subordinate Ttrird World states. Dependency built on Marxist interpretations of
class lglalisns and global wage inequality as an underpinning for

migration. To this was added a simple

explanation of the dominarrt patterns of migration derived from the history of colonial dominance that

struck an immediate cord. Some of the scholarly disagreements over the effects of migrant wage
remittances, for example, probably can be traced to the broader disagreement over the cumulative effects
of international migration upon Third World development between adherents of a dependency perspective

and their critics. Studies of the destruction of local farming precipitated by the migration of rural male
liabor, or of changes in land tenule, were used to under.cut the long dominant dual economy h5rpothesis,

while helping to explain ctranging patterns of third world agriculture (e.g. Bandarage, 1982). problems
associated with the "brain drain" were also highlighted in this literature (Kritz and. Caces, 1gg2).
Dependency theorists have long viewed persistent or growing inequality in incomes, life chances and
emplo5ment opportunities as driving forces behind international migration. The deterioration
in the terms

of trade between North and Sout[ growing poverty, crushing public debt, ecological devastation and
politieal instability in the

firird World virtually ensures that there will be far greater international

migration in the future than in the past. One is reminded of the Iate Algerian President Boummedienne,s
obsenration that not even nuclear weapons will be able stop the poor from traveling
North. Unfashionable
as

it might now be, dependency theory shed light on the root causes of international migration that will

determine flows in the future

a^s

well.
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The 1991 OECD meeting in Rome signaled the beginning of a new chapter in the history of social
scienee research into the effects of international migration upon development. Subsequent

ILO hosting

of a conference on strategies of immigration-abatement through development also sugested that the
irnmigration-development nexus will be a major focus of research in the coming decade. The dependency

theory critique of international migration, linked as it is to a broader Marxist tradition in the throes of
crisis, is on the defensive just at the time when many of its insights seem most penetrating. The
awareness that the future of international migration to Europe and elsewhere will be shaped by gtobal
developments owes a considerable debt to dependency theory.

Only time will tell whether the Western democracies are better able to address those root @usies
through measures like development policies targefsfl st immigration abatement. Past experience warrants
pessimism and

it

is known that one of

the

effects of development is to generate additional

migration over the short to medium term. The new saliencs sf immigration issues in Western Europe in
particular will perhaps give rise to a long overdue sense of realism. So-called North/South issues have too
long been viewed from the angle of altruism and humanitarianism when problems attendant to regulation
of international migration have long suggested that TVestern democracies have a profound self-interest

in

the socio-economie and political development of Third World countries. International migration has
expanded enormously since the 1970s, although no one is certain how muctr, because of popu}ation gowth,

imFroved transportation and communicatiorg the spread of Western cultural influences to the remotest
corners of the world and so on. But factors like huge wage differentials between Western democracies and

the Third World along with huge inequalities in per capita incomes and life chances make
cballenging to erplain why

it is that most inhabitants of the Third lVorld

it

more

stay home rather than trying

their luck abroad. Wage differentials for agricultural work between metropolitan France and Algeria have

not changed much since the colonial epoch. Until they do, France and the BQ's immigration control
strategy must be viewed as less than comprehensive.
Dependency theory evolved into world systems analysis as scholars expanded their analysis of global
change

to include not only the periphery but the core as well. Only a few authors have worked to apply
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world system analysis to the global irnrnigration and refugee phenomena
Although Zolberg (1gzg) uses
the term in the title of a 1978 wor\ his oplicit adoption
of the state as the most relevant,nit of analysis

for trnderstanding patterns sf immiglation sugests a dilferent
emphasis (zolberg lggg). portes and
walton (1981) present the most impressive introduction 1s im,,,,igl.ation
from a world system perspective.
The pattern ef imrnigration is explained with reference
to the history of core penetration of peripheral
areas and the inherent re}ations of power that have
existed since. The atomistic assumptions of
neo-classical liberals are therefore avoided and the actual
distribution of senders and receivers is easy to

explain' This is true both at the global leve! where world system
work builds on the dependency schoo[
and in terms of regional analysis, where sets of closely
related areas uray be analyzed in more specifre
tem,s (Portes and Walton, lggl).

The tendency of peripheral areas to provide migrants is
reinforced by the hyperurbanization
clraracteristic of non-core areas of the world system.
Access to greater infomation

about alter:rative

economic endeavors, and greater proximity to eheap
and plentiful transportation provide indueements.

The enhanced incorporation of the workers of peripheral
areas into the labor forces of core areas has
garnered much attentiorl as in the works of
sassen. Migration is further encouraged by the denial of
remunerative emplo5ment in a formal sector of the domestie
peripheral economy. This helps erplain the
status and background of the majority of modern immigrants.
F.inallS local elites find the sending of
portions of their poprrlacs overseas usefi:I for a
number of reasons. surpluses of unemployed require
outlets' and migration may have the added benefit of
impressing upon core areas the need for development
assistance' wage remittanrces may help assuage local poverty
and contribute to the balance of pa,ments.
Hence the domestic setting

fql immig.ation is often

a.ssured.

world system analysis mekes use of the concept of the global
division of }abor to provide

a basis for

understanding the reasons for core acquiescence to
large-scale immigr.ation as well. The sticlry
wage and
large benefrt packages of organized core liabor
reduce the flexibility of owners of capital in the
face of
economie

cycles' As modern technolory and management procedures
produce a growing discrepancy

between those positions which pay a socially
acceptable wage and provide chances for ad'ancement,
and

jobs engineered to require little talent and limited future prospeets,
the need for a popqlation willing to
accept positions of the liatter sort is increased. Hence during both upswings, when competition
for labor
may be forcing wages up, and downswings, when low wages and flexibility is at a premium,
migrant labor

will be in demand. This may well expliain why levels of migration have ceased to respond to business
cycles. World system authors have also described at length the globalization of production.
As csFital and
jobs flow to lower wage areas, the desire for protection from competition
at home and abroad is enhanced.

Working class acquiescence to the Single Market Act, as well as growing resentment toward immigrant
labor, are among the relevant phenomena that become more easily understood in this light.

IV.

I,EIISONS FOB S:TI'DENIE OF WONIJ) POLEICS

The broad_scale existenee sf immigration, its patterns and effects all provide information relenant to
the assessmenl ef gsmpeting theories of world politics. Bealisq with its emFhasis on the
unifie4 rational
and defensible nation-state, fares poorly. Tmrnigration liaws more often reflect an ad hoc
array of the

results of contending perspeetives than any coherent body of policy. Efforts to effect comprehensive
reforms ef immigration policies have fallen short for various reasons, including the rapacity
of powerfgl

interest groups. Controls, even at borders, have been defrcient and porous, although democratic states
do
possess a limited capacity

to prevent unwanted migration. This largely latent capacity has been tapped

in instances where national security interests are viewed. as greatly affected by the ability to prevent
"unwanted" entry. Israel is a case in point.
Generally, however, traditional sources of power, along with traditional avenues of diplomacy, have

thus far appeared ill-equipped to cope with the challenge of international migration.
Some democracies,
like the United Kingdom' for reasons of geography and policy, appear less porous and
more in eontrol than
others, say France or Germanry.

It certainly

is erroneous to contend that purposive state policies have zero

or little effect on international immigration as some scholars are wont to conclude.

Stil! the

gap between

stated immigration control policies, such as the U.S. Tmmigration Reform and
Control Act of 1gg6, and
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their successful implementation is such as to raise serious doubts about realism.
Interdependence fares better. Its focus on specifre issue areasl, on sub-national (and often
contentious)
policy making units, and on the need to define po$rer in a contextual manner proves
far more consistent

with the parameters of contemporary global migration. Regimes do fom, and policies do converge in
response to the more homogeneous effects of global change. But the liberal reliance
on notions of atomistic

economic rationality preclude

a deeper analysis of migration patterns. Notions of liberal

economic

institution-building and the embedding of rights in all sectors of the economy also lead to r:nwarranted
conclusions. (See, for example, Hollifreld, 1gg2, and the review by Miller, 1ggg.)
|r[s6-lsalists face the worst shortcomings qf [sth lgalism and interdependence. Belief in the
coherent,

rational nation-state remains untenable, while the regimes they expect to rise or deeline
based on the
relative position of a hegemonic power tell us nothing about immigr"ation past or present.

Marxists also suffer from their adoption of the national state

a.s

their relevant bogndary.

Class

analysis provides a strong basis for understanding both the contentious nature sf irnmigration policy,
as
well as its generally dominant thrust. From there lVIarxist theory often turns to questions
of the immediate

effects on working class politics.

It

sheds

light on immigrant patterns, cycles, and alternative policy

futures. IVIarxists, for instance, correctly predicted that migrants disproportionally bear the
brunt of
unemplo5rment in recessionarlr cycles, although many migrants still chose to stay on
in Western Europe

after 1973. Table 10, for instance, reveals a sharp and disproportional drop in alien emplo5ment
in the
French auto and construction industries in the 19?0s. By the early 1g80s, a variety of
statistical sounces

indicated that three out of every four jobs being lost in the French building industry
were held by
foreigners, although aliens eomprised less than a third of the industry,s workforce.

A

mectranistic

interpretion of the function of the Resenre Industrial Amy concept in the lgZB to 1gg0
era accords poorly

with the facts. But the essential insights, ttrat immigration policy is shaped in great part
by competing
class interests, and

that migrants will bear the brunt of economic downturns, is borne out empirically.
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World system theory emerges from this review in the best position. Ttre global level of analysis allows
for a serious review sf immigration patterns throtrgh

a careful analysis of

the integration of various sectors

of labor into the world system- An explicit understanding of core dominance and exploitation
over the
periphery help explain why conditions in both eore and periphery have become
increasingly eonducive to

migration. At the same time, the study of the requisites of acrumulation allows gs to understand policy
debates and helps make sense of apparently inconsistent political positions and policy
outcomes both

within

core states and in core-periphery relations. World system analysis does not deny the
importance of the

national state as a meetmnism for political organization, yet its broader level of analysis provides
a solid
foundation for both regional and global eonsiderations ofphenomena that are obviously alfected
bR and

that in turn aflbet, dobal polities. It should be no surprise that recent works s1 imrnigr.ation
call for the
adoption of a "migration systems" approach. Students of world politics strogld take note.

V. I,E{ISONS
If the world system

FOB Sf,TIDE}ITS OF IIIGBATION

perspective offers the best

fit

of the various theories of world politics, what is

it

that students of migration can learn from the perspective? World systems analysis is still in its intellectual

infancy. At barcly 20 years of age, it has precious little to offer in the realm of specifies. Four general
sugestions are offered.
hcreasing Trnmigration

First,

it

should be noted that immigration is

lik"ly to continue its increa.se. C11pently, only a tiny

minority of the globe's populatiorg perhaps two percent, Iives nabroad.u Other schools would predict
possible downward trends

in the level of immigration based on changes in state policies, alterations in

hegemonic power, regime formation, and class conllict. From a world system perspective
suctr an outcome
is possible, but unlikely. Tbough debates within the world system e,mF
have centered on just how long

ago we can identi& a tnrly global world system, nearly all agree that
the current age is one of
unprecedented levels of communication and transportation. Levels of global
inequality are also at historic
proportions, and they are growing both within and between countries.
Ttrese phenomena sq.stain high
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1*gls sf irnmigration and enhance its growth. thg "immiC!'ration c:risis" declared by the U. N. population
Fund in June of 1993 is something more than a public relations ploy.
Ttris continuing increase will likely force European states to take additional action ell immigr.ation
Legalization may be a first step, but past legalizations have been incomplete and
evidence suggests that
they attract additional illegal inllows. Nearly all European democracies have legal immigration
policies for
family members of legally resident aliens and citizens. But not all offer options consistent
with the nature
and extent of migration they have experienced to date. Slogans like 'Gemany is not
an immigration lnnd,

have long made

little sense. Now some argue that the solution to

illegal

is to adopt

immigration quotas. Such a measure would be adaptive in that there already are
legal provisions for entry
by entitled family members, some refugees and various foreigners, like highly
skilled workers. But the

u's.

experienee demonstrates that the existence of a generous legal immigr.ation program (nearly
two

millisn resident aliens admitted in 1991) does not preclude signifrcant
inllows of other kinds of migrants.
Establishment of legal immigration quotas would be a helpful step. But it is unrealistic
to think that it will
significantly attenuate perceived problems of "unwanted" inllows. There is precious
little political support

for the limited legal admission that currently exists, and in places like Germany even that
is in retreat.
European states will be forced by the numbers involved to try to come to terms
with migration, even

if

that task seers impossible.
Ttre size, strength, and importance of gtobal migration underpins long-standing
criticisms of theories

Iike realism that define the study of intenrational relations along the narrow
terms of balancing the

military forces of potential competitors for dominance. Migration is well on the
way to S6gsming a
"security" issue, and this well illustrates that narrow conceptualizations of world politics
are simply

untenable' For the most part, this is a positive development in that it invites reflection
s1 linkages
between migration and other issues

in international re}ations such as arms sales and the bandling of

regional conflicts. But this also places an additional onus on the malrgls
of immigration policy. Ttre

extreme right has long argued that masses of "unwanted" aliens are
a threat to national security. firat

u

position i8 gaining additional

attention Ttre growth of gtobal migration is placing additional

stresses on

nation-states at the most ftrndamental possible levels.

A Slstem Lerel Phenmena
The second lesson that the world system perspective offers is that migration must be understood as
a system level not an individual level economic phenomenon. Ttre masses of refugees created by wars in

the Middle East or Europe may be seen as yictims of desires for greater eontrol over oil revenues or of the
higttly unfortunate werlapping of eeonomic and ethnic dilferences. The only realistic, long-term solution
to the perceived problem of 'unwanted" international migration is sgstainable socio-economie growth.

firis

was obvious by 1970 and is periodically confirmed by a variety of commissions. Liberalization of trade
between core democracies and the periphery can sometimes spur growth. But that may actually increase

international

over the short to medium term. Western governments must act to enable zones

of emigration to develop viable export markets. Ttre North American Free Ttade Area

(NAEIA) approach

should help reduce nunwanted" migration from Mexico to the U.S. over the long run, but

in the short

tem.

it will not do so

Freedom of }abor movement was specifrcally excluded from NAEIA proposals because

it would bave killed the Agreement politically. As it

is, ratifreation by the U.S. Congress is by no means

assured grven the negative sentiments that gained strength

in the

1992 presidential and legislative

elections.

Trade liberalization within blocs may senre to slow migration among the membership, but can
adversely alfect economic relations with other imrnigr.ant producing areas outside the bloe. Tunisia, for
instanrce, was adversely affected when Spain and Portugal joined the

abate unwanted international migration over the long

EC. Trade liberalization

run. But trade

can help

policies are sensitive to political

pressure and there is little reason to be optimistic about significant liberalization in the wake of
the stalled

Uruguay Round and continued Q-f disag'eements over financial and monetaqr polieies.
Students of the world system are always looking for the effects of the periodic cycles of the global
economy. While migrationuray sen'einterestsboth
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onthe upswingand downswing,

it is nerrertheless

possible tbat cycles may become evident in the popular political response or in terms of policXrmaking. The

world system school would encourage students of migration to begin to look for a variety of such cycles.
The Untenahrility

Ihirq

d Unilateralism

uni}ateral attempts at establishing policy to deal with the challenges posed by irnmigration are

likely to fail. Individual states may certainly affect immigratioru but the costs of going it alone will be
prohibitively high, and may easily be wasted. Sucuessfirl polieies will have to be bi-lateral or multi-trateraf
reflecting the nature of the problem.

There is significant prospect for abatement of unwanted international migration through bilateral
cooperation. Domestic control policies in Western European democracies depend to a degree upon bilateral

cooperation. Irltimately, immigration control strategies rest on the ability to prevent unlawful entry by
aliens or deportation of aliens who succeed in entering and then violate imnigration laws.

If

European

states are to be able to use deportation as a viable sanction, they require the cooperation of the
governments of states from which the individuals in question came. Cooperation from countries presumed

to be the relevant homelands is not always forthcoming.

It can be induced through a variety

of means,

including the provision of humanitarian assistanrce and through linkage to legal irnrnigration policies.
Governments of societies which send large numbers of emigrarrts to Western Europe are less likely

to view these migrants as "unwanted." The term masks powerful inducements to illegal migration
generated within Western European societies. The tendency from without is to view all migration as
wanted despite restrictive formal policies. While migrarrt-sending countries are sensitive to treatment of

their nationals abroa4 they quite naturally are reluctant to assume that Western European migration
policies are blameless on the issue of illegal migration. From the perspective of many of the cotrntries of

emigration, the problem is not too much immigration but too few legal immigration possibilities.
Hence, linkage of a full palette of migration poliry concerns is the rule rather than the exception.
Bil;ateral cooperation on migration issues is fostered through generous legal immigration policies. However,
perceived laxity in irnmigration matters, say overstaying of temporary visitor visas, fuels political reaction

to government policies. Very real political constraints reduce the options of European states, making the
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balance between domestic and foreign policy coacerns in migration poligmaking elusive. Nonetheless,

there wotrld appear to be many ways to foster bilateral cooperation through linkage politics.
The surge in diplomatic activity on migration questions primarily involves goping for multilateral or
regional approaches to issues too long viewed in a unilateral
rliminishes tfue sovereignty of independent states.

way. A multilateral

approactr

It represents adaptation to the eomplexities

in no way

of the gtobal

system. AII Western democracies, including those in Europe, must approach migration issues as regional
questions if headway is to be made. The permeability of liberal democratic states and their position in the
global socio-economic, legal and political system is the firndamental explanation of this.

If

progress

in the abatement of unwanted international migration is to be made,

it must

come

primarily through this approach. The soaring number of international meetings on migration issues
suggests that migration issues are being taken far more seriously than in the past. This is hopefu[ though

it is no guarantee ofsuccess.
Ttre track record of European democracies on mtrltilateral cooperation in the area of migration is not

encouraging. Even the much acclaimed Dublin Agreement concerning adjudication of
asylum-seeker claims within the EC has been fnrstrated by Germany's Article 16, (whidr finally was
amended

in 1993 alter a long debate). Still, everyone recognizes now that European migration policies

increasingly will be shaped in EC and other European

fora firere are those who argue that

tJ:e dilferent

Policy and historical traditions alfecting various European states' migration polieies are creating greater
divergence rather than convergence (Manfrass, 1992). These very real dilferences may limit and impair

the cohesion seemingly required to address Europe's many migration issues. However, viewed from across

the Atlantie, convergenee is more striking than divergence. In particular, the transformation of Greece,
Spain and Portugal into significant immigration lands has obviated the

fomer distinction

made between

the Etrropean North and South in the realm of immigration. They are all now cotrntries sf immigration
A high-ranking German Federal Ministry of Labor offrcial once eompliained that the key

problem in the immig'ation policy area stems from the Janus-faced nature of the issue

itself. It

is

It

is

extraordinarily complex and complicated, yet is addressed and apprehended in simplistic ways.
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meaningless to talk about two, five or ten steps to prwent turwanted

international

when one

or two hundred coordinated steps would in fact be necessary. All governments, including those in Europe,
need to develop systematic and coordinated policies qn immigration. The effects of policies on interrrational

migration need to be evaluated like policies are evahrated for environmental impac't in some eountries.
Few high marks could be awarded to governments for the coherenry of their public policies, but here the

new salience attached 1s irnrnigration concerns again augers well.

Ugration as Cause nnd Effect
A forth and final suggestion that world system perspective offers is perhaps the least encouraging.
Core-periphery differentiation and inter-core contradictions appear to be long term attributes of the mi=
of nation-states that make up the world system. These lead to periodic crises. International migration
fundaynsntally affects, and is fi:ndamentally affected by, both of these processes.

It

therefore appears as

both a major cause and effect of world political disorder. This is particularly true in Europe, with its
post-war history of growing imrnigration amidst the policy muddle. This need not be the case.
Governments do have a capacity to influence

international

in a coherent and humane [ranner.

How tractable the issue is depends on a host of variables, a nunber of which have been identified here.
One of the few certainties is that a high level of international migration to Western Europe will continue.

The qtrality of leadership offered will greatly determine whether these flows contribute to or impair
international security and cooperation in the European area
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